Case Study
Contract
Contract number: P17PX02051
Contract Amount: $ 32,445.00
Contracting officer: Roselyn Sessoms
P: 718-354-4716
roselyn_sessoms@nps.gov

Requirement
NPS, NER Supply MABO required rehabilitation of an asphalt tennis court at the
Eleanor Roosevelt National Historic Site (ELRO) Hyde Park, NY. The tennis
court area was about 4,000 square feet. Tennis court was constructed in 1950,
the court had a 2-inch thick asphalt surface over a 6-inch compacted gravel
base.

Challenges




The material needed to be tested and accepted by National Park Service.
Project setting was a national historic site, which was open to the public.
Green Dream had to ensure safe conditions by limiting public access
through fencing, barricades or other means.
There was a miscalculation about the area in the original solicitation but
Green Dream completed the job and reported the difference between the
reality and the numbers in the solicitation.

Result





GDI assigned a team of experts to remove the old asphalt, power clean
the court and repave.
GDI completed the job much sooner than government estimation.
GDI kept a systematic and close communication with the teams and
controlled the paving.
Project was satisfactorily completed on time.

Key Factors
Contributing to the
Success
 Persistency
Persistency is one of the
main characteristics of GDI
staff. They don’t get tired and
keep working till they reach
the result.

 Quality Control
Green dream was
committed to supply the
required specification at all
costs. So it took every
measure to search and find
the best material available
in the area and finally did
achieve the goal.

 Management
The key element of success
in this project was close and
momentary control over all
aspects including time,
quality , probabilities,
possible delays and ... We
did not fear to face the
problems. Instead we had
the determination to solve
them.
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